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To a question of the principles of 
criminal proceedings

In this article the author considered the principles of the criminal pro
cedure right as procedural guarantees of the rights and legitimate interests 
of the personality in criminal trial. The principles express essence and the 
content of criminal trial, characterize its most important properties and 
qualitative lines, a subject and a method of procedural regulation. The ad
dressee they have the person and the citizen and the appropriate govern
ment bodies. The bodies of the state conducting process have to act on the 
basis of the established principles and bear all consequences connected 
with their violation.
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Қуaнaлиевa Г.А.

Қыл мыс тық сот ісін жүр гі зу дің 
қaғидaттaры турaлы сұрaққa 

қaтыс ты

Бе ріл ген мaқaлaдa aвтор қыл мыс тықпро цес тік құ қық тың 
қaғидaттaры, қыл мыс тық про цес те гі же ке тұлғaның құ қықтaры мен 
зaңды мүд де ле рі нің про цес суaлдық ке піл дік те рі ре тін де гі не гі зін 
зер де лей ді. Қaғидaттaр қыл мыс тық про цес тің мә ні мен мaзмұ нын 
aнықтaйды, оның не гіз гі ерек ше қaсиет те рі мен бел гі ле рін, про цес
суaлдық рет теу дің пә ні мен әді сін сипaттaйды. Адaм жә не aзaмaт, 
сондaйaқ тиіс ті мем ле кет тік оргaндaр қaғидaттaрдың ті ке лей әре кет 
ету aясы бо лып тaбылaды. Про цес ті жү зе ге aсырaтын мем ле кет тік 
оргaндaр бел гі лен ген қaғидaттaрғa сәй кес әре кет ету ге тиіс ті жә не 
олaрды бұзғaн жaғдaйдa бaрлық жaуaпты лық ты кө те ру ге мін дет ті.

Тү йін  сөз дер: же ке тұлғa, aдaмның құ қықтaры мен бостaндықтa
ры, тұ жы рымдaмa, құ қық тық сaясaт, қыл мыс тық про цес тің қaғи
дaттaры, им му ни тет, же ке бaсқa қол сұ ғылмaушы лық.

 Куaнaлиевa Г.А.

 К воп ро су о прин ципaх  
уго лов но го су доп роиз во дс твa

В дaнной стaтье aвто ром рaсс мот ре ны прин ци пы уго лов нопро
цес суaльно го прaвa кaк про цес суaльные гaрaнтии прaв и зaкон ных 
ин те ре сов лич нос ти в уго лов ном про цес се.  Прин ци пы вырaжaют 
сущ ность и со держa ние уго лов но го про цессa, хaрaкте ри зуют сa
мые вaжные его свой ствa и кaчест вен ные чер ты, пред мет и ме тод 
про цес суaльно го ре гу ли ровa ния. Своим aдресaтом они имеют че
ло векa и грaждa нинa и соот ве тс твующие го судaрст вен ные оргaны. 
Оргaны го судaрс твa, ве ду щие про цесс, долж ны дей ст вовaть нa ос
но ве устaнов лен ных прин ци пов и не сут все пос ледст вия, связaнные 
с их нaру ше нием.

 Клю че вые словa: лич ность, прaвa и сво бо ды че ло векa, кон цеп
ция, прaвовaя по ли тикa, прин ци пы уго лов но го про цессa, им му ни тет, 
неп ри кос но вен ность лич нос ти.
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Introduction 

 Formation of the constitutional state and development of our 
society significantly depends on ensuring the rights of the personal-
ity in any instances, including in criminal legal proceedings. The 
problem of ensuring the rights of the personality in criminal legal 
proceedings is one of constant topical issues of progress in any 
democratic state. The constitution of the Republic of Kazakhstan 
proclaims human life, its rights and freedom the supreme values, [1] 
that confers big responsibility on law enforcement agencies of the 
state. In the Message to the people of Kazakhstan «The Kazakhstan 
way – 2050: The uniform purpose, uniform interests, the uniform fu-
ture» the President of the country N. A. Nazarbayev correctly notes 
that today: «Equality before the law has to become a real basis of a 
law and order. The judicial system has to become in practice trans-
parent and available, simply and quickly to solve all disputes. It is 
necessary to lift quality of work of all law-enforcement system. Peo-
ple in the shoulder straps, allocated with big powers, have to differ 
irreproachable conduct and high professionalism» [2]. Construction 
in the Republic of Kazakhstan of the constitutional state assumes 
strengthening of guarantees of the rights, freedoms and legitimate 
interests of citizens. This situation is of particular importance in the 
sphere of criminal legal proceedings which is interfaced to invasion 
into private life of citizens, freedom and security of person restric-
tion, application of measures criminally – procedural coercion. 

The attention to this problem considerably increased, in par-
ticular, because Kazakhstan everything shows commitment to the 
principles of the constitutional state, to the International standards 
in the field of the rights more actively person. The country joined 
the international Covenant on Civil and Political rights of 1966. The 
constitutional norms and the criminal procedure relations which 
have arisen on the basis of their direct action provide protection of 
the basic constitutional laws and freedoms of participants of crim-
inal legal proceedings. This purpose is served, first of all, by the 
constitutional laws of the personality which are a security measure 
of other rights, and also additional conditions and rules of appoint-
ment and the productions of separate procedural actions preserving 
the rights of citizens against unreasonable restriction. Besides, the 
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Constitution of the Republic of Kazakhstan installed 
system of the principles of criminal legal proceed-
ings and justice that allows to consider it as legal 
base of the industry legislation. Norma Constitution 
the Republic of Kazakhstan is also guarantees of ap-
plication of international legal norms about human 
rights and the citizen by criminal case production 
in a stage of preliminary investigation and in court. 
The universal declaration of human rights and the 
International Covenant on Civil and Political rights, 
formulating definitions of the fundamental rights 
and personal freedoms, notes that recognition of the 
advantage inherent in all members of a human fam-
ily, and equal and their inalienable rights is a basis 
of freedom, justice and a universal peace. According 
to p.1 Art. 2 of this document each state participat-
ing in it undertakes to respect and realize all being 
in limits of its territory and under its jurisdiction to 
persons the rights recognized in the present Pact [3, 
p. 2]. 

If the personality possesses a constitutional law 
on inviolability, the state is obliged to guarantee re-
alization it in relation to each individual. This situ-
ation is especially actual in the sphere of criminal 
trial. Therefore integrity of human beings as the 
right is transferred to other quality and becomes the 
predetermining and fundamental principle of crimi-
nal legal proceedings. 

«The principles and tasks, defining a place and 
a role of criminal trial in structure of the social re-
lations, fix not only an order of counteraction to 
crimes public legal methods, but also define the sta-
tus of the personality in system of interaction of the 
state and the citizen by criminal cases production. 
Thus it must be kept in mind that the principles and 
problems of criminal trial not simply the standards 
of universal character extending the action to all 
course of criminal procedure activity. The principles 
and problems of criminal trial are the fundamental 
ideas defining spirit of the most criminal legal pro-
ceedings, a fundamental principle of all regulated by 
the right public the relation, arising in this sphere» 
[4, p. 51-52]. 

The principles criminally process are the fun-
damental, basic ideas which are cornerstone of 
criminal legal proceedings. Their regulating influ-
ence penetrates all stages of criminal trial. The most 
important of them are fixed in head 2 the Code of 
criminal procedure of the Republic of Kazakhstan 
(RK Criminal Procedure Code), called «Tasks and 
the principles of criminal trial».  

«Value of the principles of criminal trial con-
sists that their violation, depending on its character 
and importance, attracts recognition of the taken 

place proceeding invalid, cancellation of the deci-
sions passed during such production or recognition 
of the materials collected thus not having a strength 
of evidence. The code of criminal procedure of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan consolidates 22 principles: 
Legality (article 10); Justice Implementation only 
court (article 11); Judicial protection of the rights 
and freedoms of the person and citizen (article 12); 
Respect of honor and dignity of the personality (ar-
ticle 13); Integrity of human beings (article 14); 
Protection of the rights and freedoms of citizens by 
production on criminal cases (article 15); Personal 
privacy. Secret of correspondence, telephone ne-
gotiations, post, cable and other messages (article 
16); Inviolability of the dwelling (article 17); In-
violability of property (article 18); Presumption of 
innocence (article 19); Inadmissibility of repeated 
condemnation and criminal prosecution (article 20); 
Justice Implementation on the basis of equality be-
fore the law and court (article 21); Independence of 
the judge (article 22); Legal proceedings Implemen-
tation on the basis of competitiveness and equality 
of the parties (article 23); Comprehensive, full and 
objective investigation of facts of the case (article 
24); Assessment of proofs on internal belief (article 
25); Providing to the suspect, accused the rights for 
protection (article 26); To give Release from a duty 
testimony (article 27); Ensuring the right for the 
qualified legal aid (article 28); Publicity (article 29); 
Language of criminal legal proceedings (article 30); 
Freedom of the appeal of procedural actions and de-
cisions (article 31) [5, p. 4-5].

 Main part

Integrity of human beings plays an important 
role in system of the principles of criminal trial. In 
legal literature concerning the term «inviolability» 
there is no unity of opinions. Thus the points of view 
of scientists concerning understanding of the term 
«inviolability» the very different. A number of sci-
entists, supporters of broad interpretation understand 
as inviolability of the right of each citizen on protec-
tion and protection against illegal infringement, of 
the main vital benefits and values, inseparable from 
the personality (life, health, freedom, honor and ad-
vantages) [6, p. 291]. 

The following group of authors included in con-
tents of the term inviolability and protection a con-
dition of activity of the personality, in that number 
inviolability of the dwelling [7, p.16] and protection 
of property of the personality [8, p. 34]. Some of 
them designed, from our point of view, unreason-
ably broad concept of inviolability which covers 
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almost all components characterizing the sphere 
of private life, proving similar approach by that at 
violation of inviolability of the dwelling, secrets of 
correspondence and other attributes of private life of 
citizens, object of infliction of harm is not the room 
where there lives the person, not letters, not tele-
grams, etc., and the personality with views inherent 
in it, values, interests [9, p.11].

Opponents of broad interpretation of the term 
«inviolability» pointed to that circumstance that it 
is necessary to refer only those objects which are 
directly connected with existence of the personality, 
instead of with conditions in which there is this exis-
tence to security of person. From this point of view, 
according to A.A. Opalev, objects of security of per-
son is «the physical condition of the person which 
treat life, health, corporal integrity (physical integ-
rity); opportunity to have itself and at discretion to 
define a place of stay and an occupation (inviolabil-
ity of individual freedom); honor, advantage, moral 
freedom (spiritual inviolability)» [10, p. 23].

We think that the reason of similar ambiguous 
approach to understanding of the term «inviolabili-
ty» is covered in ambiguity of definition of object of 
inviolability. In science there are at least four bases 
from which researchers proceed when determining 
object of inviolability:

First, the legal interpretation which is guided by 
the text of regulations, the majority from which re-
duces security of person to inadmissibility of illegal 
arrests and detentions. For example «Everyone has 
the right for a personal liberty. Arrest and detention 
are allowed only in the cases provided by the law 
and only from the court sanction with granting to 
the arrested of the right of the appeal. Without court 
sanction the person can be subjected to detention for 
the term of no more than seventy two hours. « (Ar-
ticle 16 of the Constitution of RK) [1, p. 8].

Secondly, there is a state and legal interpretation 
which characterizes the right for security of person 
as a personal freedom from the state as «a complex 
of the legal norms defining border for invasion of 
the government in area of physical integrity of the 
person» [11, p. 311].

In the third, social interpretation which includes 
in the maintenance of a human right on security 
of person inadmissibility of restriction of physical 
(corporal) integrity, individual freedom (freedom 
to have itself) and spiritual freedom of the person 
within social need. Thus it is a question of inadmis-
sibility of restriction of freedom of the person not 
only from the state, but also other people.

In the fourth, etymological interpretation which 
proceeds from the term «security of person» which 

has occurred from an adjective «inviolable», inter-
preted dictionaries as «preserved, protected by the 
law from any encroachment from somebody» [12, 
p.635].

«Person» – broader concept, than «personality». 
«Personality» – more concrete social characteristic 
of «person», rather later product of development 
of the person because «personality» aren’t born, it 
become. The personality it isn’t simple set of the 
characteristics of the person created in the social 
circle, but such set which gives the grounds to speak 
about the personality as a certain integrity in which 
all characteristics interconnected and are mutually 
caused [13, p.635]. The person in the development 
can be improved as the personality. to tower in own 
idea of and in opinion of people around, but can fall, 
degrade under the influence of various circumstanc-
es. However even at commission of an immoral 
act or illegal act it doesn’t stop being the person-
ality, and it can’t refuse the right to be considered 
that. Finding the person guilty of a crime, the court 
doesn’t cease to consider him as the personality and 
doesn’t deprive of it the right for advantage even 
in case of application to it the most severe punish-
ment. Told concerning court concerns all bodies and 
the officials conducting criminal trial – judges, the 
investigator, the chief of investigative office, the 
prosecutor, body of inquiry and the person making 
inquiry. Making investigative actions and recruiting 
in their production of citizens, they are obliged to 
treat them as with persons. 

Besides many authors try to open and desig-
nate the terms «inviolability» and «immunity». One 
group of authors identifies these terms, other group 
of scientists divides their borders. We consider that 
these terms certainly closely interconnected, but 
not the identical. Moreover, inviolability if to take 
its etymological and legal interpretation as a basis, 
forms a core of a definition of immunity represent-
ing individual freedom and legal protection of cer-
tain legal entities from the measures of procedural 
coercion established by norms of the administrative, 
criminal, criminal procedure law, for the purpose of 
guaranteeing free implementation by these faces of 
the of function in society and the state.

«The person in society is limited by a certain 
framework. External borders of a frame (integrity 
of human beings) protect it from invasion of soci-
ety, the state, other people into its free state, internal 
limits (personal liberty) – opposite, don’t allow the 
person to dispose of the rights to the detriment of the 
rests. Integrity of human beings covers only a soci-
ety field of activity (its separate individual, group 
of individuals) concerning the particular person, 
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instead of its own activity. Integrity of human be-
ings covers many rights: the right for life, the right 
for health, the right not to be exposed to tortures, 
etc. But doesn’t substitute them, and means a ban 
of any external influence on them without own (per-
sonality) on that will (permission), i.e. peculiar «a 
guarding cover». In it sense of integrity of human 
beings. The concept of a personal liberty as the sec-
ond making autonomies of the personality – on the 
contrary, is defined by its activity, and doesn’t cover 
activity «from the outside». The person constantly 
is in contact with other people, mechanisms, forces 
of nature, etc. This contact doesn’t take place for it 
completely: the person constantly is influenced by 
their influence (physical, mental and so forth) …» 
[14, p. 63].

Freedom and security of person – concepts inter-
connected. The personal freedom is given the chance 
to the person to think and arrive according to the be-
lief, views and representations about due and desir-
able, to achieve implementation of goals and thus to 
realize the «I» in the objective world [15, p. 45]. The 
personal liberty – is freedom moral, moral, physical. 
On the one hand, it represents opportunity to carry 
out legal acts, and with another – independence of 
compulsory influence from the outside. Thus, it is 
possible to draw a conclusion that freedom – is the 
possibility of implementation guaranteed by the state 
the subject of any actions in compliance with the be-
lief formed according to provisions about necessary 
and due, which restriction can be carried out only in 
exceptional cases, the provided norms international 
and national legislation.  

On E.G. Vasilyeva’s veracious statement, the 
personal liberty – is opportunity to dispose of them-
selves, реaли зуя own forces, knowledge and means; 
integrity of human beings – «the right for such state at 
which constraint of moral, moral, physical and other 
integrity of the person by coercion isn’t allowed from 
the state, officials, other citizens», and together – it «a 
two-uniform basis of psychophysical integrity and an 
autonomy of the personality» [14, p.  32]. Thus, integ-
rity of human beings – is a peculiar protective barrier 
from the external encroachments, allowing fully to 
realize a personal freedom. 

Besides, by consideration of concept of integrity 
of human beings in a section of criminal procedure 
legal relationship it becomes obvious: its contents 
includes two competences – the right for freedom 
of the citizen from illegal and unreasonable arrests, 
personal searches, surveys and other illegal coercive 
measures from government bodies and officials and 
the right for freedom of the citizen from criminal 
encroachments of individuals.

Thus, in our opinion, under integrity of hu-
man beings in constitutional and legal sense the 
protection of a physical, psychological, sexual, 
moral personal freedom guaranteed by the state 
from criminal encroachments, and also protection 
against illegal and unreasonable restriction of these 
freedoms is understood. Consolidating legislative-
ly the right for security of person, the state thereby 
establishes possibility of the person not to allow 
infringement of the freedom, to protect it from il-
legal restriction. Thus, integrity of human beings 
as a state is realized by means of fixing of the right 
for such state.

The measure of a personal freedom is directly 
connected with level of freedom of society. Any-
where in the world there is no absolute freedom. 
The personality can’t be free from society, the same 
as she can’t be free by nature. The person is free in 
society so as far as it is allowed by level of free-
dom of the society. Freedom of the individual isn’t 
boundless. Restrictions are connected, first of all, 
with need of providing a public order, the rights and 
freedoms of other individuals, the state, ecological 
security, the constitutional system, an international 
consent, etc. However, and these restrictions also 
aren’t boundless. So, for example, according to ч.3 
Art. 39 isn’t allowed in any form the right and free-
dom restriction, the provided Art. of Art. 10, 11, 13-
15, item 1 of Art. 16, Art. 17, Art. 19, Art. 22, item 
2 of Art. 26 of the Constitution of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan. In this case, the speech came about the 
constitutional norms of the rights and freedoms of 
the person and the citizen which as much as possible 
protect from application of measures of the state co-
ercion to them. 

As it is truly noted in literature, purpose of crim-
inal procedure activity can’t be reached due to un-
reasonable and illegal restriction of the rights of citi-
zens, violation of their constitutional freedoms. In 
legal literature there is a lot of divergence concern-
ing concept of the principle of integrity of human 
beings. Here we concordant with classification of 
integrity of human beings put forward by E.G.  Vasi-
lyeva. 

1. Physical integrity (assumes protection against 
violence, life-threatening and health, violence, not 
life-threatening and health, protection of sexual 
freedom). 

2. Moral inviolability (honor and dignity protec-
tion of the personality).   

3. Mental inviolability (protection of a normal 
course of mental processes).  

4. Individual freedom (protection is right to de-
fine at discretion a stay place, a freedom of move-
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ment, the right for lack of supervision or protec-
tion).    

5. The general freedom of action (protection of 
the actions which aren’t covered by the formalized 
right).

6. Personal security (ensuring lack of threat of 
infliction of harm) [14, p.55]. 

The rights for integrity of human beings 
according to I.L. Petrukhin: it is the personal 
security guaranteed by the state and freedom of the 
citizen, as well as any person in general, consisting 
in prevention, suppression and punishability of 
infringement of physical, moral, mental integrity 
and personal security [15, p.35]. 

In the right theory guarantees of human rights 
and the citizen, as a rule, are understood as system 
of conditions, means and the ways providing with 
everything and everyone equal legal opportunities 
for identification, acquisition and realization of 
the rights and freedoms. Procedural guarantees 
of legality and validity of restriction of integrity 
of human beings set of conditions, means and the 
ways established by norms of international law and 
the Kazakhstan legislation, and also the procedural 
activity carried out on their basis, providing persons 
protection and protection of its physical, moral and 
mental integrity, individual freedom, the general 
freedom of action and personal security from 
any encroachments in the course of excitement, 
investigation and consideration of criminal case 
enters.

Some authors distinguish concept of procedural 
guarantees of narrow and broad sense. In a broad 
sense they understand the means established by 
the procedural law which provide the correct 
implementation on each criminal case of problems 
of justice as procedural guarantees; in narrow 
sense are the those means established by the law 
with which the rights and legitimate interests of 
persons participating in criminal trial are protected 
and provided. According to others, all procedural 
guarantees promote removal of the correct sentence 
(and in this sense they are justice guarantees) 
and therefore help innocent accused to avoid 
unreasonable condemnation (and in this sense are 
guarantees of the personality).

As procedural guarantees of the rights and 
legitimate interests of the personality in criminal 
trial are considered 1) the principles of criminal 
trial; 2) procedural form of legal proceedings; 3) the 
rights enshrined in the law and duty of participants 
of criminal trial.

The principle of integrity of human beings 
defines the bases and conditions of restriction of 

freedom of the person in criminal legal proceedings, 
and also a circle procedural guarantees from any 
violation of the right for security of person. The law 
define a circle of people concerning which freedom 
and security of person restriction by criminal case 
production can be allowed more exhaustively. From 
sense of Art. 14 of the Criminal Procedure Code 
of RK follows that such persons, first of all, can 
be suspected and accused of commission of crime. 
Besides, the victim and the witness (for example, in 
case of the room in a medical or psychiatric hospital) 
can be such persons. The considered principle 
defines also the bases of restriction of freedom 
of persons in criminal legal proceedings. To such 
bases, according to h. 2 Art. 104 of the Criminal 
Procedure Code of RK, it is necessary to carry: 
detention, imprisonment, the room in a medical or 
psychiatric hospital. Application of each of the called 
measures of criminal procedure coercion is possible 
only in the presence of properly proved actual basis 
and observance of the conditions provided by the 
criminal procedure law. The principle of integrity 
of human beings also establishes that freedom 
restriction in criminal legal proceedings is allowed 
only for strictly certain term after which the person 
has to be immediately released. So, according to 
h. 2 Art. 14 of the Criminal Procedure Code to the 
judgment the person can’t be subjected to detention 
for the term of more than 72 hours. 

The most important guarantee of integrity of 
human beings in criminal legal proceedings is 
providing the right of restriction of freedom of the 
citizen only to court. Only for short-term detention 
of the suspect (for the term of no more than 72 
hours) the judgment isn’t required. The considered 
principle provides as well appropriate conditions of 
the maintenance of the person under guards. In h. 7 
Art. 14 of the Criminal Procedure Code are said that 
the persons detained on suspicion in commission of 
crime, and also taken into custody, have to contain 
in the conditions excluding threat to their life and 
health, other contradicts the international norms [5]. 

Restriction of the right of integrity of human 
beings is carried out only in an order and on the 
bases specified in the law, the bodies possessing the 
corresponding competence, and only concerning the 
persons established by the law (those, for example, 
the suspects accused, witnesses, experts etc. can be). 
Besides, at restriction of this right it is necessary 
to be based on the principles of expediency and 
validity. In this case the purposes of criminal 
legal proceedings and means of their achievement 
have to be commensurable. Thus, it is possible to 
understand the procedural activity of representatives 
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regulated by the law as restriction of the right of 
integrity of human beings on that the persons, 
directed on establishment of right restrictions for 
permission of the tasks facing criminal procedure 
legal proceedings.

Correctness of restriction of integrity of human 
beings is reached if norms of coercion are applied 
only in the presence of strong reasons (arguments) 
– proportional on the status with proofs – under 
by which a pravoprimenitel the data meeting the 

requirements of sufficiency, relevancy and the 
admissibility, capable to convince the reasonable 
and careful person that coercion is necessary are 
understood. For ensuring legitimacy and efficiency 
of restriction of integrity of human beings not the 
smaller role is played also by perfect observance 
legislatively the established procedure. However 
norms have to conform not only to the international 
standards in this area, but also meet the requirements 
of morals and moral.
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